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Background: The sensitivity of adenosine perfusion CMR for ischemia is reduced by false negative scans, which 

may result from inadequate pharmacological stress.  Having observed that splenic perfusion is markedly 

attenuated during adenosine stress compared to the resting state, we investigated the pharmacology and 

potential clinical utility of ‘splenic switch-off’. 

Methods: We assessed splenic perfusion in CMR perfusion scans from 4 cohorts in 4 separate units using 3 

different pharmacological stressors: 1) 50 adenosine scans (London, UK) to determine whether splenic perfusion 

was consistently visible and switched-off with adenosine; 2) and 3) comparison cohorts using alternative 

pharmacological stressors (25 dobutamine scans with perfusion (Southampton,UK) and 25 regadenoson scans 

(Pittsburgh, USA) to assess the pharmacology of splenic switch-off; and 4) 100 adenosine scans (35 false and 65 

true negatives) from the CE-MARC trial (Leeds, UK) to assess clinical utility in detecting inadequate stress.  

Results: The spleen was visible in 99% of perfusion scans. Grading of splenic perfusion was reliable 

(concordance between 2 blinded observers, κ=0.92). Splenic switch-off occurred in 92% of adenosine studies but 

in none of either the dobutamine or regadenoson studies (Figure 1).  

 

 
Figure 1 – Splenic perfusion at stress 
and rest with adenosine (upper 
panels) and regadenoson (lower 
panels), showing splenic switch-off 
with adenosine only.  

 

Semi-quantitatively, with adenosine, splenic perfusion is lower than at rest (8.1±8 versus 33±2 arbitrary units, 

p<0.0001); in contrast to with regadenoson (132±6 versus 145±6 au, p=0.08). With adenosine stress splenic 

perfusion is lower than myocardial perfusion, whereas it is higher with both regadenason and dobutamine.  

Within the CE-MARC cohort, patients with false negative CMR scans had a 36% rate of failed splenic switch-off. 

In contrast, the true negative group had a 9% rate (p=0.0027 for difference). There was 80% concordance 

between haemodynamic and splenic responses to adenosine with 8 of 35 (22%) subjects with false negative 

results and 3 of 65 (5%) in the true negative group having neither splenic switch-off nor a haemodynamic 

response to adenosine. 

Conclusion: Splenic switch-off with adenosine is a new, reliable observation, and specific to adenosine.  

Rescanning individuals with failure of splenic switch-off would reduce false negative scans by a third, but it may 

be that up to 1 in 11 of all adenosine perfusion patients are under-stressed. Further work is needed on this 

important sign. 

 

Adenosine stress! Adenosine rest!

Regadenoson stress! Regadenoson rest!


